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COMMENTARY:

Improvements in ice-sheet 
sea-level projections
Andrew Shepherd* and Sophie Nowicki

Ice losses from Antarctica and Greenland are the largest uncertainty in sea-level projections. 
Nevertheless, improvements in ice-sheet models over recent decades have led to closer agreement with 
satellite observations, keeping track with their increasing contribution to global sea-level rise.

Earth’s polar ice sheets hold enough 
water to raise global sea levels by 65 m, 
and their contribution to sea-level rise 

has increased since the early 1990s (ref. 1). 
Accurate observations and predictions of 
these changes allow stakeholders to plan for 
the future with confidence. Over the past two 
decades, there has been substantial progress 
in both areas; assessments of ice-sheet losses 
can be made at the continental scale thanks 
to an array of satellite observation systems, 
and today’s numerical models capture the 
dynamical response of the ice sheets to their 
environmental forcing. Here, we assess 
whether this progress has led to improved 
skill in predicting the ice-sheet contribution 
to global sea-level rise, using the IPCC 
estimates as a backdrop.

Whether Earth’s ice sheets will 
contribute to future sea-level rise is no 
longer in question; they will continue to 
do so — even if planetary temperatures 
are stabilized — in response to past 
anthropogenic climate change. This presents 
a conundrum for society, as ignoring the 
risk or overcommitting to adaptation could 
each prove costly. The issue has elevated 
importance, because ice sheets remain 
the largest and most uncertain source of 
potential future sea-level rise2, and this 
motivates improvements in projections of 
their evolution. To do this requires advances 
in many aspects: enhancing the nuts and bolts 
of ice-sheet models themselves is key, but so 
too is improving our understanding of the 
external factors which drive change. For this 
to happen, glaciologists and climate modellers 
must work together. The sixth phase of the 
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project has 
provided a timely opportunity to bridge the 
gap between these two communities, in the 
form of the Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison 
Project (ISMIP6, ref. 3).

At the time of the first IPCC assessment 
report (FAR)4, ice sheets were considered 
a passive element of the climate system, 
able to respond on centennial timescales 
or longer. Models of their behaviour were 
in their infancy, and so the IPCC’s initial 
projections of their evolution were based 
on simple empirical correlations between 
trends in temperature and surface mass 
balance4. Although a similar scaling 
was included in the second assessment 
(SAR)5, it was reported alongside the first 

numerical simulations of the ice sheets’ 
response to meteorological forcing. These 
were made using individual 2D and 3D 
thermomechanical models of Greenland 
and Antarctica, forced by global average 
temperature projections, allowing the 
ice-sheet morphology to evolve over time. 
Numerous 3D thermomechanical models 
of both ice sheets were incorporated into 
the third assessment (TAR)6, but although 
the forcing was updated to the spatially 
resolved output of general circulation 
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Figure 1 | Average global sea-level contributions from Antarctica and Greenland according to IPCC 
predictions and satellite observations. Blue and purple bars represent Greenland and Antarctica, 
respectively, all in mm per year; hatching denotes dynamical contributions, all in mm per year. The grey 
diamonds signify the net contribution to global sea level. IPCC estimates were calculated as effective 
dates over 1990–2100 for FAR–TAR, 1990–2095 for AR4, and 1995–2090 for AR5. Further details can be 
found in Table S1.
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Outlines

• Formation and evolution of ice sheets, contemporary 
evolution of Greenland and Antarctic mass balance, 
processes behind observed changes in the dynamics of 
outlet glaciers


• Brief history of ice-sheet modeling, current challenges in 
numerical developments, projections of ice sheets’ 
evolution
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• Formation and evolution of ice sheets, contemporary 
evolution of Greenland and Antarctic mass balance, 
processes behind observed changes in the dynamics 
of outlet glaciers 

• Brief history of ice-sheet modeling, current challenges in 
numerical developments, projections of ice sheets’ 
evolution



What is an ice sheet?

Formation - evolution?

Processes in play?

Boundary conditions?



Everything starts with snow!



Ice sheets are flowing
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Figure 1 Ice velocity of Antarctica colour coded on a logarithmic scale and overlaid on a MODIS mosaic13. Circles denote mass loss (red) or gain (blue) of large basins
in gigatonnes per year. Drainage basins are black lines extending from the grounding-line flux gates. Letters A–K0 indicate large basins20. Ice velocities for Siple Coast ice
streams and Ronne Ice Shelf are from refs 22,23. See Supplementary Information for acronyms and the Methods section for velocity precision.

Solid-ice fluxes are then calculated combining vector ice velocity1

and ice thickness, with a precision that is glacier dependent and2

ranges from 2 to 15% (see the Supplementary Information). The3

end points of the selected flux gates define the extent of the glacier4

drainage basins determined from the DEM. Individual drainage5

basins are grouped into large units labelled A to K0.6

Snowfall accumulation is from the RACMO2/ANT regional7

atmospheric climate model, at 55 km resolution, averaged for8

1980–2004 (refs 17–19). Lateral forcings are taken from European9

Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting reanalyses10

(ERA-40) for the period 1980–2002, supplemented with European11

Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting operational12

analyses after August 2002. Comparisons with 1,900 independent13

field data show excellent agreement (R = 0.82) with the model18.14

The model predicts higher coastal precipitation and wetter15

conditions in West Antarctica and the western Peninsula17 than16

older maps obtained by interpolating limited field data using17

meteorological variables20 or satellite passive microwave data21.18

Few reliable in situ coastal accumulation data exist for comparison,19

but in the high-accumulation sector of the Getz Ice Shelf (basin20

F0G), the model predicts precipitation levels consistent with a21

2,030 mm yr�1 record at Russkaya station (74�460 S, 136�520 W)22

for 1981–1989. Older maps yield accumulation levels 3 times lower, 23

which imply a local mass balance 20 times more negative and high 24

rates of glacier thinning that are not observed2. The RACMO2/ANT 25

accumulation values yield comparable losses for Pine Island and 26

Thwaites glaciers, which is consistent with the similarity of their 27

thinning rates2; other maps yield twice more thinning for Thwaites. 28

Finally, the model does not mix data from diVerent time periods 29

and fully incorporates temporal changes in snowfall between 1980 30

and 2004. A statistical analysis of absolute errors (see the Methods 31

section) yields an uncertainty in accumulation varying from 10% 32

in dry, large basins to 30% in wet, small coastal basins. 33

Ice flux and snowfall are compared for each glacier, for large 34

basins A–K0, and for the Peninsula, East and West Antarctica. To 35

include non-surveyed areas, we apply a scaling factor on the mass 36

fluxes of each large basin A–K0 based on the percentage surveyed 37

area versus total area to cover 100% of Antarctica (Table 1). In East 38

Antarctica, we obtain a near-zero mass balance of �4±61 Gt yr�1. 39

The J00K Filchner22 and E0E Ross sectors are gaining mass, but this 40

is compensated by the mass loss in Wilkes Land (basin CE) from 41

the Philippi, Denman, Totten, Moscow University Ice Shelf, Cook 42

Ice Shelf and David glaciers. Interestingly, all of these glaciers are 43

marine based, that is, grounded well below sea level2, and therefore 44
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Jakobshavn Isbrae

Pine Island Glacier

Thwaites Glacier



Ice sheets may melt



Ice sheets may float



Ice sheets are calving



Ice sheet mechanisms - 
the broad picture

Grounding line
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Figure	2:	Illustration	of	ice	sheet	models	development	and	the	handling	of	stress	transfer	across	

grounded	 ice	 sheet	 and	 floating	 ice	 shelf.	 The	 Shallow	 Ice	 Approximation	 (SIA)	 assumes	 that	

flow	is	dominated	by	shear	stress,	while	Shallow	Shelf	Approximation	(SSA)	assumes	that	flow	is	

dominated	by	horizontal	stress	gradients.	Hybrid	models	combine	solutions	from	SIA	and	SSA.	

Higher	 Order	 (HO)	 models	 include	 additional	 stresses	 to	 allow	 stress	 transmission	 across	

floating	 and	 grounded	 ice,	 while	 Full-Stokes	 (FS)	 models	 resolve	 all	 stresses.	 Adapted	 from	

Pattyn	et	al.,	(2006).	
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ice sheets: sea-level 
pacemaker

Lambeck et al. 2002



Greenland & Antarctica 
Observed changes
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Mass balance formula:

t: time

S: surface of the ice sheet

H: total heigh of the ice sheet

ρ: density of the ice

v: velocity of the ice sheet

B: surface mass balance

Introduction
mass balance observation 

- methods
1. Méthode altimétrique

Mesure directe de la hauteur des calottes par satellite 

Déduction de variations de volume dans le temps et l'espace → variation de masse  

Equation:

Satellites radar (micro-ondes) ERS-1, ERS-2, ENVISAT, CRYOSAT-2  
Mesure du temps d'écho de l'onde micro-onde 
 
Satellites laser GLAS (Geoscience Laser Altimeter System, de ICESat)  
Mesure du temps de retour de la lumière émise par le laser Figure: satellite radar

Mesures: à la surface de la calotte, à la surface de la mer (ref.) -> déduction de la hauteur de la calotte

3/8

Méthodes de mesure du bilan de masse des calottes

Radar/Laser Altimeter 
+ extremely acccurate flate surface 

- change in elevation = change in mass or densification?
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Mass balance formula:

t: time

S: surface of the ice sheet

H: total heigh of the ice sheet

ρ: density of the ice

v: velocity of the ice sheet

B: surface mass balance

Introduction
mass balance observation 

- methods

+

Interferometry + surface mass balance modeling 
+ direct observation of the dynamics 

- accumulation of errors
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Mass balance formula:

t: time

S: surface of the ice sheet

H: total heigh of the ice sheet

ρ: density of the ice

v: velocity of the ice sheet

B: surface mass balance

Introduction
mass balance observation 

- methods

Gravimetry (GRACE) 
+ direct measurement of mass change 

- mass attribution, résolution



Greenland

Increase in: 
- Melt extent 

- Melt season duration 

~60 % Greenland mass loss due  
to surface melt



The calving front’s multi-decadal stability has been attributed to
resistance from the fjord walls and pinning points that may have
yielded a restraining “back-stress” on the floating ice with an
influence extending above the grounding zone1,13. Several of the
speed increases coincide with losses of sections of the ice tongue as it
broke up. Satellite images also indicate that several large rifts began
developing in 2000 along the fjord’s northern wall, which may have
reduced lateral resistance. Thus, back-stress reduction from the
ice tongue’s disintegration may have caused or contributed to
the speed-up. This is consistent with observations elsewhere of
acceleration following ice shelf loss14,15.

If the ice tongue’s weakening and retreat caused the speed-up,
then it is not clear what initiated the retreat after a period of multi-
decadal stability12. At nearby Egedesminde, the 1998–2001 melt
intensity was abnormally high3 and passive microwave data indicate
a high melt extent in 2002. Calving rates are higher in summer12,

indicating a sensitivity to temperature and melt13,16,17. Thus,
increased calving may have forced the ice tongue to retreat beyond
its stable position to initiate the acceleration.
Jakobshavn Isbræ’s acceleration and near-doubling of ice dis-

charge is noteworthy because this single glacier has increased the
rate of sea-level rise by,0.06mmyr21, or,4% of the 20th-century
rate18. If the retreat of the ice tongue caused the acceleration, then
similar losses of floating ice tongues since the Little Ice Age11

may explain13 the current rapid thinning observed for many of
Greenland’s outlet glaciers4,19. This speed-up is the most striking of
several ice-stream and outlet-glacier speed-ups and slow-downs
observed, with just over a decade of spaceborne InSAR measure-
ments20–23. Collectively, these observations indicate that fast-flow-
ing glaciers can significantly alter ice-sheet discharge at sub-decadal
timescales and that their response to climate change has at least the
potential to be rapid. This argues both for further investigation of
ice-sheet mass balance and improved incorporation of fast flow
features into ice-sheet models, many of which predict response
times on the centurial-to-millennial scale24. A

Figure 1 Ice-flow speed as colour over SAR amplitude imagery of Jakobshavn Isbræ in

February 1992 (a) and October 2000 (b). In addition to colour, speed is contoured with
thin black lines at 1,000m yr21 intervals and with thin white lines at 200, 400, 600 and

800m yr21. The thick white line shows the location of the profile plotted in Fig. 2. The

locations of velocity measurements made in 1997 (orange line) and 1985 (purple

symbols) are also shown.

Figure 2 Profiles of speckle-tracked (see Methods), Landsat, airborne feature-tracked
speed fromalong the line shown in Fig. 1a and as a function of distance from the approximate

position of the 1992 calving front. One-sigma error bars are shown at several-kilometre

intervals. The 1985 (ref. 6), 2002 and 2003 data sets were sparsely sampled, so only

individual point measurements are plotted. The data were acquired over the periods from

February to March 1992, December 1993 to March 1994, November 1995, October to

November 2000, May 2001, July to September 2002, and March to May 2003.

Figure 3 Average speeds versus time for measurements made at original 1985 and 1997
airborne survey locations (same-colour symbols in Fig. 1). For 2001, the slower two points

are from a 4–20 May pair, whereas the faster points are from a 20 May to 7 July pair.

Laser altimeter surveys determined the periods of thickening and thinning3. Minor speed

differences for 1985 and 1997 locations reflect the different areas that were sampled.

Because much of the floating ice tongue was missing in 2003, the speed for this year

(circle) is an average of the points on the remaining ice.
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Joughin et al. 2004

210 I. Joughin et al.: Further summer speedup of Jakobshavn Isbræ

Fig. 1. TerraSAR-X image acquired 20 September when the termi-
nus was near the point of maximum retreat in the summer of 2013.
Markers M6–M20 and T09–T13 show the locations of points plot-
ted in Fig. 2. The white profile indicates the location of the profile
plotted in Fig. 3. TerraSAR-X image copyright DLR, 2013.

(Joughin, 2002) to pairs of TerraSAR-X images separated by
11 days. Figure 2 shows a time series of speeds extracted
from these velocity maps. These speeds typically have slope-
dependent errors of up to ⇠ 3%, which are also a function
of the particular imaging geometry. One complication with
Jakobshavn Isbræ is that surface elevations near the termi-
nus are lowering rapidly (⇠ 15m a�1) (Joughin et al., 2008;
Krabill et al., 2004), which can increase slope errors and in-
troduce geolocation errors. To reduce such errors, we used
an updated digital elevation model (DEM) for each calen-
dar year determined using a combination of ASTER-stereo
(Howat et al., 2014), WorldView-stereo, and TanDEM-X el-
evation data.
The speeds plotted in Fig. 2 are from the locations along

the glacier’s main trunk that are shown in Fig. 1 (M26 and
M43 locations not shown). The coloured circles correspond
to fixed points such that the name (e.g. M6) indicates the dis-
tance from the late 2003 ice front. Because these points are
fixed in space, the changes in speed reflect both the influ-
ence of proximity to the terminus and variation in terminus
thickness, both of which vary with terminus advance and re-
treat. To help separate these effects, we also plotted the speed
at a point (T09–T13) 1 km behind the location of where the
terminus reaches its point of maximum summer retreat for

Fig. 2. Plots of (top) terminus position and (bottom) speed through
time for Jakobshavn Isbræ determined from TerraSAR-X data col-
lected from 2009 to 2013. Terminus position was digitized where
it intersects the white profile shown in Fig. 1. The colour circles
(M6–M43) show the speed at several points along the glacier’s main
trunk at the locations shown in Fig. 1 (M26 and M43 locations not
shown; see Joughin et al., 2008). Each point’s numerical designa-
tion (e.g. M6) gives the approximate distance in kilometres from
glacier terminus in late summer 2003 and these points are used for
consistency with earlier records (Joughin et al., 2008, 2012b). Ad-
ditional markers, T09–T13 (orange triangles) (locations shown in
Fig. 1), are each situated 1 km upstream of the terminus at its posi-
tion of maximum retreat for the years 2009–2013. Each year, speeds
are plotted for the corresponding point (T09–T13).

the corresponding calendar year. As a result, speed at these
points is largely influenced by near-terminus conditions (e.g.
thickness) rather than by diminishing proximity to the termi-
nus.
Figure 2 shows the change in speed on Jakobshavn Isbræ

since 2009, extending a satellite-derived record that reaches
back to 1992 (see Fig. S1 in the Supplement) (Joughin et
al., 2012a). Although our focus is on the main branch, for
completeness, Fig. S2 provides a record of variation in speed
along the north branch (points N6–N15 in Fig. 1). Follow-
ing the near doubling of speed near the terminus of the
main branch in the late 1990s to early 2000s (Joughin et al.,
2004; Luckman and Murray, 2005), Jakobshavn Isbræ sped
up more moderately at rates of 2.6–4.4% per year from 2004
to 2011, coincident with a strong seasonal variation in speed
(Joughin et al., 2012a). Our data show that in the last two
years this pattern has altered, beginning with the increase in
the peak summer speed at M6 by 50% from 2011 to 2012
(11 300 to 17 000m a�1). Some of this change can be at-
tributed to the terminus having a greater influence on speed

The Cryosphere, 8, 209–214, 2014 www.the-cryosphere.net/8/209/2014/

Joughin et al. 2014

Greenland



Greenland

Moon et al. 2012

- Melt increase (~60% melt, 
50% dynamics) 

- General pattern: acceleration 
NW & E



Greenland
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Antarctica
Larsen ice shelf INTRO 

Larsen A 

Larsen B 

Larsen C 

Larsen D 

ice rift 
(Jansen et al., 2015)  

Time line 
1986 Larsen C 
            large calving event (Skvarca et al., 1994)    

1995 Larsen A  
            collapse January (Rott et al., 1996)    

2002 Larsen B 
            partial collapse in February 
                 (Scambos)et)al.,)2003;)Rack)&)Ro6,)2004) 
                 speed-up and thinning of  
            tributaries 
                 (Rignot et al., 2004; Berthier et al., 2012) 

???? Larsen C 
            2014 rift opening and propagation 
                (Jansen et al., 2015) 

Grounded ice area 
BEDMAP2 (Fretwell et al., 2013) 

Ice-shelf extent 
Envisat image of Larsen-B 

Ice shelf (ESA, ID: 225335) 
MODIS imagery 

(Jansen et al. 2015) 
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Fast Recession of a West
Antarctic Glacier

E. J. Rignot

Satellite radar interferometry observations of Pine Island Glacier, West Ant-
arctica, reveal that the glacier hinge-line position retreated 1.2 % 0.3 kilometers
per year between 1992 and 1996, which in turn implies that the ice thinned by
3.5 % 0.9 meters per year. The fast recession of Pine Island Glacier, predicted
to be a possible trigger for the disintegration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet,
is attributed to enhanced basal melting of the glacier floating tongue by warm
ocean waters.

Pine Island Glacier is a major ice stream of
West Antarctica (1–7 ) that has been high-
lighted as being vulnerable to climate change
and a possible trigger for the disintegration of
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (6 , 7 ). The ice
stream flows rapidly into Pine Island Bay, in
the Amundsen Sea, unrestrained by a large
ice shelf at its junction with the ocean, over a
subglacial bed well below sea level, which
deepens inland. This flow configuration is
theoretically unstable (8 , 9 ) because a retreat
of its grounding line (where the glacier reach-
es the ocean and becomes afloat) would be
self-perpetuating and irreversible, regardless
of climate forcing.

Early estimates of the ice-stream mass
budget suggested that it was thickening (3,
4 ). The result was called into question (5 ),
but not enough reliable data existed
on the ice flow and grounding line to al-
low a precise mass balance calculation.
More recently, a hydrographic survey of
Pine Island Bay revealed that the glacier
experiences basal melt rates one order of
magnitude larger than those recorded on
large Antarctic ice shelves (10 , 11). High

basal melting is apparently fueled by an
influx of relatively warm ocean waters
from the southern Pacific Ocean (10 ). Such
basal melting brings new considerations for
the mass budget of the glacier floating sec-
tion (1).

Here, I applied a quadruple difference
interferometry technique (12, 13) on radar
data gathered by the Earth Remote Sensing
instruments (ERS-1 and -2) to detect the
hinge-line position (or limit of tidal flexing)
across Pine Island Glacier and its migration
with time (14 ) (Fig. 1). Feature tracking
based on the phase correlation method was
used with the same data to yield detailed
vector measurements of the glacier velocity
on both grounded and floating ice (15 ). The
glacier surface elevation was obtained from a
new digital elevation model (DEM) of Ant-
arctica (16 ).

Combining the glacier hinge-line position,
velocity, and surface elevation, I calculated
that the ice discharge is 76 % 2 km3 of ice
year"1 at the hinge line (17 ). The estimated
mass input from interior regions is 71 % 7
km3 of ice year"1 (18 ). These numbers sug-
gest a mass deficit of 5 % 7 km3 of ice year"1

upstream of the hinge line (19 ).
The hinge-line positions retrieved in

1992, 1994, and 1996 (20 ) indicate a hinge-

line retreat at a mean rate of 1.2 % 0.3 km
year"1 (Fig. 1, B to F, and Fig. 2, A and B).
Hinge-line retreat may result from an in-
crease in sea-level height or a decrease in ice
thickness (a decrease in the height of the
seabed causes retreat too, but the effect is
insubstantial over the time scale considered
here) (7 –9 ). Changes in sea level due to ocean
tide yield an uncertainty in hinge-line posi-
tion of less than 1.3 km per interferogram and
0.3 km year"1 in mean retreat rate (21). I
therefore attribute the 1992 to 1996 retreat to
a decrease in ice thickness. The calculated
rate of thinning is 3.5 % 0.9 m of ice year"1

at the hinge line.
Mass accumulation [& 0.4 m year"1 in

(1)] and sublimation ["0.7 m year"1 in (22)]
at the glacier surface are too small to cause a
major change in the glacier surface budget. A
more likely explanation for the thinning is
that the bottom melt rates experienced by the
glacier have been too large to maintain the
floating tongue in a state of mass balance
(23).

Calculations of ice discharge seaward of
the hinge line indicate that basal melting has
exceeded 50 % 10 m year"1 in the first 20 km
of the subice cavity, decreasing to an average
of 24 % 4 m year"1 between the hinge line
and the calving front (Fig. 2C). The large
melt rates recorded near the hinge line imply
that Pine Island Glacier is even more sensi-
tive to ice-ocean interactions than was in-
ferred from the 1994 survey of ice-front con-
ditions (10 ).

Application of a two-dimensional ther-
mohaline circulation model to the subice
cavity reveals how sensitive basal melting
is to changes in ocean conditions. An in-
crease in seawater temperature from & 1.5°
to & 2.0°C increases basal melting by 30%
(11). A 3.5–m year"1 thinning could there-
fore result from a one-tenth of a degree
Celsius increase in seawater temperature,
which is not unlikely for the deep water in

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tech-
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mass fluctuations, respectively. The accumula-
tion event affects the coastal region of the ice
sheet, and, although the spatial pattern is best
defined by the RACMO2 and altimeter data sets,
it is also apparent in the coarser-resolution
GRACE data set. Overall, around 200 Gt of
additional snowmass was deposited in Dronning
Maud Land during this event, equivalent to the
mean annual snow accumulation in this sector of
Antarctica. In addition to the snowfall anomaly,
the RA and GRACE data sets also include ice-
dynamical mass changes that fluctuate over the
survey period, such as the accelerated mass
losses in the Amundsen Sea sector.

In pursuit of a comprehensivemethodological
intercomparison, we computed changes in the
mass of each ice-sheet region between October
2003 and December 2008, the period when all
four satellite geodetic techniques were operat-
ing optimally (Fig. 3 and table S2). During this
5-year period, which is short relative to the full
extent of the geodetic record and in comparison
to fluctuations in SMB, the arithmetic means of
ice-sheet mass imbalance estimates derived from
the available geodetic techniques were –72 T 43
and –232 T 23 Gt year−1 for the AIS and the
GrIS, respectively. The technique-specific esti-
mates agree with these mean values to within
their respective uncertainties in all four ice-sheet
regions and for the AIS as a whole. The only
exception is the LA estimate of the combined
AIS and GrIS mass imbalance, which is, at 140 T
133 Gt year−1, more positive than the mean value
and only marginally beyond the 1-sigma uncer-
tainty range of the respective values. Although
the uncertainties of any one particular method are
sometimes large, the combination of methods
considerably improves the certainty of ice-sheet
mass balance estimates.

To produce a reconciled ice-sheet mass ba-
lance estimate, we computed the average rate of
mass change derived from each of the geodetic
techniques within the various regions of interest
and over the time periods for which geodetic
mass rates were derived (Fig. 4). According to
these data, ice-sheet mass balance varies cycli-
cally and by large amounts over intermediate
(2- to 4-year) time periods. For example, during
the period from 1992 to 2011, the WAIS mass
balance fluctuated around a mean value in the
range from –50 to –100 Gt year−1, but there have
been episodes of considerably larger growth and
loss over shorter intervals. Similar variability is
apparent in other sectors of the AIS and the GrIS.
We next calculated the linear average of the
individual estimates of mass balance values to
arrive at reconciled values and integrated these
data to form a time series of cumulative mass
change within each of the four ice-sheet regions
(Fig. 5). Although there are obvious dependen-
cies between the mass balance estimates produced
by using each of the geodetic techniques, in-
cluding, for example, the SMB data sets that
are common to the IOM and LA processing, the
GIA data sets that are common to the gravimetry
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Surface mass balance
Knowledge of the ice-sheet SMB is an essential component of the 
input–output method, which subtracts solid-ice discharge from net 
snow accumulation, and aids interpretation of mass trends derived 
from satellite altimetry and gravimetry. Snowfall is the main driver 
of temporal and spatial variability in AIS surface mass change35,36. 
Although locally important, spatially integrated sublimation and melt-
water runoff are typically one and two orders of magnitude smaller, 
respectively. In the absence of observation-based maps, AIS SMB is 
usually taken from atmospheric models, evaluated with in situ and 
remotely sensed observations15,37–40. To assess Antarctic SMB, we com-
pared two global reanalysis products (JRA55 and ERA-Interim) and 
two regional climate models (RACMO2 and MARv3.6) (see Methods). 
ERA-Interim is usually regarded as the best-performing reanalysis 
product over Antarctica, albeit with a dry bias in the interior and 
overestimated rain fraction39,41,42. Spatially averaged accumulation 
rates peak at the Antarctic Peninsula, and are roughly three and seven 
times lower in West and East Antarctica, respectively (Extended Data 
Figs. 2, 3). Compared to the all-model average SMB of 1,994 Gt yr−1, 
the regional climate models give values 4.7% higher and the reanalyses 
7% lower. These differences can be attributed to the higher resolution 
of the regional models, which resolve the steep coastal precipitation 

gradients in greater detail, and to their improved representation of polar 
processes. The temporal variability of all products is similar and they 
all agree on the absence of an ice-sheet-wide trend in SMB over the 
period 1979–2017, which implies that recent mass loss from the AIS is 
dominated by increased solid-ice discharge into the ocean.

Glacial isostatic adjustment
Gravimetric estimates of mass change are strongly influenced by the 
method used to correct for GIA16. In this study, six different GIA 
models were used21,24,26,30,31,43. We also assessed nine continent-wide 
forward-model simulations and two regional model simulations to 
better understand uncertainties in the GIA signal; we reprocessed the 
gravimetry estimates of mass balance using the W12a26 and IJ05_R231 
GIA models for comparison with earlier work18 (see Methods). The 
net gravitational effect of GIA across Antarctica is positive, and the 
mean and standard deviation of the continent-wide GIA models 
(54 ± 18 Gt yr−1) is very close to that of the W12a (56 ± 27 Gt yr−1) 
and IJ05_R2 (55 ± 13 Gt yr−1) models. The narrow spread probably 
reflects the difficulty of quantifying the timing and extent of past ice-
sheet change and the absence of lateral variations in Earth rheology 
within some models44. Models predict the greatest rates of solid-Earth 
uplift (5–7 mm yr−1 on average) in areas where GIA is a substantial 
component of the regional mass change, such as the Amundsen, Ross 
and Filchner–Ronne sectors of West Antarctica (see Extended Data 
Fig. 4), but also the greatest variability (for example, a standard devi-
ation of more than 10 mm yr−1 in the Amundsen sector). Away from 
areas with large GIA signals there is low variance among the models 
and broad agreement with GPS observations45. Nevertheless, most 
models considered here do not account for ice-sheet change during the 
past few millennia, because it is poorly known. Inaccurate treatment of 
low-degree harmonics associated with the global GIA signal can also 
bias gravimetric mass-balance calculations46. If the GIA signal includes 
a transient component associated with recent ice-sheet change, it will 
bias mass-trend estimates and should be accounted for in future work.

Outlook
Improvements in assessments of ice-sheet mass balance are still possi-
ble. Airborne snow radar47,48 is a powerful tool for evaluating models of 
SMB and firn compaction over large spatial (thousands of kilometres) 
and temporal (centennial) scales, in addition to the ice cores that have 
traditionally been used49. Geological constraints on the ice-sheet his-
tory20 and GPS measurements of contemporary uplift45,50 enable GIA 
models to be scrutinized and calibrated. More of both of these types of 
datasets are needed, especially in East Antarctica. Given their apparent 
diversity, the spread of models of GIA and SMB should be evaluated in 
concert with the satellite gravimetry, altimetry and velocity measure-
ments. A reassessment of the satellite measurements acquired during 
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Fig. 1 | Antarctic Ice Sheet mass balance. a–c, Rate of mass change  
(dM/dt) of the APIS (a), WAIS (b) and EAIS (c), as determined from the 
various satellite-altimetry (purple), input–output-method (blue) and 
gravimetry (green) assessments included in this study. In each case,  
dM/dt is computed from time series of relative mass change using a  
three-year window at annual intervals. An average of estimates across  
each class of measurement technique is also shown for each year (black). 
The estimated 1σ, 2σ and 3σ ranges of the class averages are shaded in 
dark, mid and light grey, respectively; the number of individual  
mass-balance estimates collated at each epoch is shown below.
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Processes behind?



Processes that can be excluded to explain observed rapid 
dynamical changes? 

Let’s think a bit…



Processes that can be excluded to explain observed rapid 
dynamical changes? 

change in pattern of precipitation (to long to affect the slope) 
change in  ice viscosity (paleo time scale) 

-> look at boundary conditions

Let’s think a bit…
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Zwally et al.,2002

35.1 cm/day around 9 August 1997, of 40.1
cm/day around 10 July 1998, and of 38.6 cm/
day around 30 July 1999. After these periods of
accelerating flow, the velocity decreased mark-
edly to a minimum of 28.9 cm/day around 18
September 1997, of 29.8 cm/day around 19
August 1998, and of the lowest value of 27.6
cm/day around 29 August 1999. After the ve-
locity minima, the ice slowly accelerated again
over several fall months to return to the mid-
winter values.

The cumulative additional motion (Fig. 3)
caused by the summer accelerations was com-
puted as the difference between the measured
positions and the calculated along-track posi-

tions that would have occurred under a constant
velocity of 31.33 cm/day. At the transition from
accelerating flow to decelerating flow in early
September 1997, the ice had moved an addi-
tional 3.0 m relative to the baseline rate. At the
1998 and 1999 transitions, the respective net
additional displacements were 4.7 m and 6.0 m.
During periods of slower flow in the fall, after
the transitions, the additional displacement was
reduced by about 45 to 65% (24).

From a 21-year record of Greenland surface
melting from passive microwave data, the sum-
mer of 1996 was the second-lowest melt year
since 1979, the summer of 1997 was slightly
below the 21-year average, and the summers of

1998 and 1999 were well above average (25).
We investigated relationships between the avail-
ability of summer meltwater for basal lubrica-
tion and changes in the ice velocity using the
cumulative positive degree-days (PDDs) (26) at
the camp, as shown in Fig. 3C. For the four
summers (1996 to 1999), the respective total
PDDs were 47.6, 60.8, 116.5, and 94.7. The
corresponding mean areas of melt from June
through September in the Jacobshavn region
from passive microwave data were 28.2, 52.0,
79.6, and 74.5 ! 103 km2, which show similar
year-to-year variations as the PDDs (27). The
quality of PDDs as an indicator of ablation and
consequent meltwater production was shown by
Braithwaite and Olesen (28), who obtained a
0.96 correlation coefficient between annual ice
ablation and PDDs, even though variations in
radiation and other energy-balance factors such
as wind speed also affect the rate of ice ablation
(29).

Correlations Between Acceleration
and Surface Melting
In all years, correlations are evident be-
tween the changes in ice velocity and both
the intensities and timings of surface melt-
ing. For the summers of 1998 and 1999, the
respective ratios of the increases in velocity
of 8.8 and 7.3 cm/day to the PDDs of 116.5
and 94.7 are nearly the same (0.076 and
0.077), whereas the ratios in 1996 and 1997
are somewhat smaller (0.032 and 0.063).
For the summer of 1999, the melting period
was shorter in duration, but of greater in-
tensity in the month of July than in the
other summers.

Although melting downstream of the equi-
librium line begins a few days to several weeks
earlier than at the camp, comparison of the
timing of the acceleration and melting is based
on the melt record at the camp (30). Although
some melting usually occurs in May, more-
continuous melting does not usually begin until
the beginning of June. In 1997, the onsets of ice
acceleration and melting were nearly simulta-
neous in mid-June. In 1998, the acceleration
onset (also in mid-June) lagged the melting
onset by about 2 weeks. In 1999, although a
small temporary increase in velocity appeared
in May, the major ice acceleration and the
melting onset were both delayed until the be-
ginning of July. Correlations between the tim-
ing of the transitions from acceleration to de-
celeration and the cessations of melting were
also good, particularly in 1997 and 1999 when
the respective transitions at the beginning of
September and mid-August were nearly coinci-
dent with the end of melting. In 1998, some
melting continued after the transition in early
August. In 1996, the year of minimal accelera-
tion, the ice accelerated in July and early Au-
gust until the end of a period of minimal
melting in late August when the transition to
deceleration occurred.

Fig. 3. (A) Horizontal ice velocity (red curve) along a smoothed line of motion showing ice
accelerations during the summer melt seasons and the abrupt transitions to deceleration around
the times of melt cessation. The cumulative additional motion (horizontal residual, black) relative
to a wintertime-average velocity of 31.33 cm/day is 6.0 m by the time of the maximum velocity
in 1999. (B) The vertical residual (blue) indicates a 50-cm uplift at the time of the 1997 transition
from accelerating flow to decelerating flow. (C) Cumulative PDDs and PDDs for 10-day intervals
(10d DD, red) from temperatures measured at the Swiss Camp, showing correlations of the melting
with the intensity and timing of the ice accelerations and decelerations (units are degree-days).
Vertical dotted lines mark May 1, July 1, and September 1 for each year.
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ratio of peak speed-up to positive degree days (R. van de Wal, personal
communication) recorded in our catchment (,0.3% per positive
degree day) are similar to those measured elsewhere (,0.2% per positive
degree day from the data of ref. 7). To calculate the integrated effect of
these fluctuations, we computed the average degree of speed-up during
the entire period of summer melting (days 116 to 266). On average,
summer ice flow was 67 6 12% and 102 6 9% greater than during
winter in years of high and low melting, respectively. Overall, summer
ice flow was 34 6 15% slower in warmer years. There is some evidence
of flow variability at times beyond the run-off period (Fig. 3). For
example, in warm years, a small (,25%) degree of speed-up occurs

before run-off begins and a comparable degree of slowdown occurs after
run-off ceases. We are, however, not able to make inter-annual com-
parisons over these periods owing to the paucity of data in colder years.

Although the lower degree of late-summer speed-up we observe in
years of high melting is at odds with that expected due to basal lubrica-
tion alone7, the behaviour can be explained by inter-annual differences
in the evolution of subglacial drainage. Abundant melt-water can trigger
a switch from inefficient (cavity19) to efficient (channelized20) modes of
drainage and, consequently, to a reduction in subglacial water pressure
and ice speed. Such events have been observed at High Arctic10 and
Alaskan valley glaciers11, where summer speed-up is of shorter duration
during years of high melting. A numerical simulation of idealized ice-
sheet flow that incorporates dynamic switching between drainage
modes13 is able to capture the key aspects of flow variations we observe
in southwest Greenland. This model13 predicts that glacier slowdown
occurs above a critical rate of water flow in the range 1–2 cm per day. It
also predicts that the period of speed-up is shorter than the period of
melt-supply by a factor proportional to the intensity of melting.
Imposing a melt-supply of ,10 cm per day or ,20 cm per day for
,100 days, for example, leads to overall speed-up periods of ,70 days
or ,40 days, respectively, and late-summer speeds that are about half
those in early summer. Our observations show that in warm years,
slowdown occurs when the monthly run-off rate exceeds about
1.4 cm per day (see Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 1) and that, in
consequence, the period of fast-flow (double the winter rate) is about
three times shorter and late-summer speeds are 73 6 16% lower than in
early summer.

The effect of melt-induced velocity fluctuations on the GrIS remains
a subject of debate1–9,21. Although some studies have shown that greater
melting produces greater ice-sheet acceleration7,9, others have iden-
tified a long-term (17-year) decrease in Greenland’s flow during a
period of increased melting3. Our data reconcile these contradictory
findings: although the peak rate of flow increases during years of high
melting, the associated faster transition to a period of more efficient
subglacial drainage reduces both the duration of rapid flow and the
average summer speed when compared to years of low melting. In
regions where the critical run-off threshold13 is not breached, we would
not expect to see the effects of efficient drainage on flow. On the basis
of our data set, we are not able to establish whether the transition
between distinct modes of flow is an abrupt or gradual process.
Furthermore, we recognize that the classification of our data into
two discrete categories could mask intermediate behaviour, and that
changes in flow associated with shorter period melting variability2

cannot be captured by our satellite observations. The small speed-up
observed before the summer period in warm years, for example, may
be driven by brief melting events that are not recorded by our run-off
model. These changes are, however, small in comparison to the overall
speed-up during summer, and are not central to our analysis of how
flow responds to drainage mode switching. Altogether, our data show
that the subglacial drainage system in southwest Greenland evolves in
response to variable surface melting in a way similar to that of moun-
tain glaciers10–12.

Rates of surface melting at the Greenland ice sheet are predicted to
double over the course of the twenty-first century22. One model of the
ice-sheet response to climate warming9 has estimated that melt-
induced acceleration could add between 0.15 m and 0.40 m to global
sea levels by 2500. However, several authors11,21 have cautioned against
the notion7,9 that increases in ice flow are simply proportional to
increases in surface melting. Our data are the first to reveal a drop in
summer speed-up of the GrIS in years of high melting compared to
years of low melting, and support views3,11,21 that the ice-sheet sub-
glacial drainage system may adjust to accommodate increased melting
in a way that does not lead to proportionate increases in flow. The net
effect of melt-induced speed-up and efficient drainage remains uncer-
tain; numerical experiments13 suggest that their combined impact
depends upon how both the mean supply and short-period spikes in
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Figure 3 | Ice speed-up relative to winter during years of high and low
surface melting. a, Speed-up in years of high melting (1995 and 1998).
b, Speed-up in years of low melting (1993, 1996 and 1997). Point data are 35-day
ice-velocity averages relative to the winter mean within the elevation band 500–
600 m above sea level on glaciers 2, 4 and 6 and the elevation band 400–500 m
above sea level on glacier 5. Glacier 1 was excluded owing to paucity of data.
Error bars show the one-sigma uncertainty of speed-up measurements at each
epoch. Monthly averaged data are shown as solid lines. Also shown (in colour)
are model estimates of daily surface run-off rates within the study area averaged
during the years of high (orange) and low (blue) melting. Vertical dashed lines
indicate the shoulders and midway-point of the run-off period, which are used
to define the summer period over which average speed-up is calculated.

Table 1 | Glacier speed-up
Period Start day End day DVwarm (%) DVcold (%) DVcold minusDVwarm (%)

Early summer 116 191 112 6 8 102.2 6 9 29 6 12
Late summer 191 266 39 6 14 101.8 6 9 62 6 16
Summer 116 266 67 6 12 102.1 6 9 34 6 15

Average speed-up (DV) (with one-sigma uncertainty) of glaciers 2, 4, 5 and 6 at an altitude of 400–
600 m above sea level in warm (1995 and 1998) and cold (1993, 1996 and 1997) years during fixed
time periods relative to winter (days 330 to 60). The periods of early and late summer are defined using
model estimates of run-off (see Fig. 3). We point out that the similarity of DVcold during early summer,
late summer and all summer is a coincidence of the data.
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overburden, pi, minus water pressure, pw). Q is related to S and Y
through the Darcy–Weisbach law26, Q 5 c3SajYj21/2Y, where
a 5 5/4 and c3 is related to the Darcy–Weisbach friction factor. The
first term in equation (1) is the rate of conduit opening due to wall
melting, the second is the rate of opening due to sliding of ice at speed

ub over bed protrusions of size h and the third is conduit roof closure
due to viscous creep; c1, c2 and nare constants related to the latent heat
of fusion and ice viscosity.

In the steady state, the effective pressure and discharge in a conduit
are then related through (Fig. 1d)

Nn~
c1QYzubh

c2c{1=a
3 Q1=aY{1=(2a)

ð2Þ

At low discharge, Q, the effective pressure, N, decreases with Q, as is
expected for cavities, whereas at higher discharge, N increases with Q
and the conduit behaves as a Röthlisberger channel. The switch-over in
behaviour occurs at a critical discharge

Qc~
ubh

c1 a{1ð ÞY
Below Qc, the conduit is kept open mainly by ice flow over bed pro-
trusions; above Qc, it is kept open by wall melting.

A linear stability analysis (Supplementary Information) also shows
that discharge becomes concentrated into a few conduits when the
mean water discharge through an array of laterally connected conduits
exceeds Qc: driven by wall melting, a single conduit will grow into a
large channel (with the properties of a Röthlisberger channel, its size, S,
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Figure 2 | Steady-state drainage systems. a, b, Example of a drainage system
formed spontaneously through the channelizing instability. a, Conduit sizes.
Channels are much larger (dark blue and purple) than the surrounding cavities.
b, Channels are shown in blue and effective pressure contours are shown at
0.05-MPa intervals. The pressure distribution reveals how channel–cavity
interactions control the drainage pattern. Channels are at higher effective
pressure than the surrounding cavities. Local water pressure maxima (minima
of N) separate the channels, driving water flow towards them. c, d, Steady-state
drainage system characteristics as functions of water supply rate, m. c, Channel
density (average number of channels per unit width of the domain) plotted
against m. d, Mean of N over the domain plotted against m. Red triangles
correspond to channelized systems; blue circles correspond to unchannelized
ones. Open circles show unstable unchannelized systems (which will evolve
into a channelized state if perturbed). Instability first occurs at a critical water
supply, mc, corresponding to a critical discharge, Qc. Mean effective pressure
decreases with water supply (and, hence, discharge) for stable unchannelized
systems, and increases with water supply for channelized ones. For some
intermediate values of m (between mc and a lower limit, mm, that corresponds
to a critical lower discharge, Qm), both channelized and unchannelized states
are possible: their low water pressure allows channels to suck in enough water to
keep themselves open, but the discharge through the system is too low for an
unchannelized system to channelize spontaneously. A video animation is
included in Supplementary Information.
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Figure 3 | Idealized seasonal evolution of the drainage system. a, The spatial
mean of effective pressure, N (red lines), plotted against time. The simulations
shown are forced by a sharp increase (over 1 d) in water supply, m (black line),
from a wintertime value of 0.33 cm d21 to a summertime value of 10 cm d21

(solid lines) and 20 cm d21 (dashed lines). This is followed by steady supply for
100 d and a gradual return to 0.33 cm d21. The dots marked b–e correspond to
the spatial drainage configurations shown in panels b–e, respectively. b–e, The
drainage system starts close to an unchannelized steady state with small
conduits (b). The abrupt increase in m leads to a sharp drop in effective pressure
(a ‘spring event’9), which opens the drainage conduits to accommodate the
additional discharge but does not immediately channelize the system
(c). Efficient channelization causes effective pressure to increase only after some
time (d), reaching values above those of wintertime. The final drop in m causes
a temporary jump in effective pressure that leads the system to shut down for
winter (e). Both simulations in panel a show qualitatively the same response.
However, the larger jump in water supply (dashed lines in a) leads to a shorter
and less pronounced period of low effective pressure than the smaller jump
(solid lines in a). A video animation is included in Supplementary Information.
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used in an image feature-tracking algorithm [Scambos et al.,
1992] to gather ice motion data along selected flow center-
line points in the lowest 10 to 12 km of the glaciers. We
mapped four glaciers feeding the now-empty northern shelf
embayment (Hektoria, Green, Jorum, and Crane) and two
glaciers (Flask and Leppard) flowing into the remaining
southern ice shelf areas (Figure 1). The images are used in
sequential pairs, permitting some seasonal resolution of ice
flow variations.
[9] Errors from the image feature-tracking algorithm

come from two sources: image mis-registration; and noise
in the correlation matches of image ‘chip’ pairs. For the
Larsen B images, mountain ridges allowed co-registration to
within a pixel (15 meters for ETM+ band 8). Noise in
adjacent correlation matches for the ice motion vectors is
approximately 0.25 to 0.5 pixels. The reported centerline
values (Figure 1) are averages of 5 to 50 vectors within a
few hundred meters of the selected site. In some cases thin
clouds or saturation of the band 8 data forced different
approaches, either using unsaturated bands (band 3 and 4 of
ETM+) or in one case manually tracking features. Errors
shown in the graphs are based on displacement measure-
ment errors of ±20 meters (1.33 band 8 pixels) to ±40 meters
(where other methods were used).
[10] The first image pair spans summer and winter

periods before 2002, so the derived ice motion measure-
ments approximate the average flow speed just prior to ice
shelf collapse. The second image pair spans the period of
the March 2002 Larsen B shelf collapse, including the
warmest summer and most extensive melt season on record

at the Matienzo automated weather station (AWS). Mean
summer (December–February) air temperature, MST, was
+1.3! [Skvarca et al., 2004]. Glacier speed increased by up
to 80% for the four northern glaciers, with little variation
along the centerlines.
[11] The third sequential image pair covers the winter

period following collapse. Glaciers south of the collapse
area, Flask and Leppard, show deceleration or no significant
change. However, glaciers draining into the collapsed shelf
area accelerated significantly, particularly where retreat
reached the grounding line prior to the image period, i.e.,
for Hektoria and Green glaciers. Speed gradient in the lower
parts of these glaciers also increased greatly. The pattern is
amplified in the last image pair, which spans most of the
summer of 2003. This summer was much cooler than the
previous one (MST !1.2!C), with much less melt, and
speed changes for Flask Glacier were small.
[12] At both Jorum and Crane glaciers small sections of

shelf ice remained throughout the Landsat image series. For
Jorum, the 2002 winter image pair indicates a decrease in
flow speed, uniform throughout the lower trunk, though
speeds are still greater than the pre-collapse mean. In the
last image pair period, both glaciers develop an increased
speed gradient in their lower trunk. At this point, the
remaining shelf was <2 km along the centerline for both
glaciers.
[13] Longitudinal strain rates at the downstream sites for

the Hektoria and Green glacier increased from 0.00002–
0.00005 d!1 to 0.0003–0.0008 d!1 over the study period.
Increased longitudinal extension is also evident in crevasse

Figure 1. Center panel: MODIS image from 1 November 2003 of the study area with April ice shelf extents and the
grounding line (black [Rack and Rott, 2004]) for the Larsen B Ice Shelf between 1998 and 2002. Red boxes are speed
measurement sites along lower glacier centerlines. Short blue lines indicate locations of ICESat laser altimetry ground
tracks over glacier trunks. Surrounding graphs: centerline ice speeds and downstream site accelerations for six glaciers.
Landsat 7 image acquisition dates are shown as triangles on the x-axes. Grey bars represent the Feb.–Mar. 2002 shelf
collapse event.
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2.3. Approches physiques 47

H
ds

Sxx

Pi

H
ds

Sxx + Pw'

Pi

dw

a

b

Figure 2.10 – Schéma des forces s’exerçant sur une fracture unique (a) sans eau dans la
crevasse (b) avec de l’eau dans la crevasse. D’après Weiss (2004).

de notation, la crevasse se propage ainsi à une profondeur telle que σxx = 0, et s’écrit :

ds =
2

ρig

!

ϵ̇xx

A

"

1
n

, (2.6)

où A est le paramètre de fluidité. Weertman (1973) a complété en premier cette étude en

précisant qu’une crevasse isolée se propage plus profondément d’un facteur π/2, si l’on enlève

l’effet d’écrantage des contraintes par les crevasses adjacentes. Par ailleurs, il montre qu’une

crevasse remplie d’eau peut, en fonction du niveau d’eau dans celle-ci, se propager à travers

toute l’épaisseur du glacier (Paterson, 1994). Dans cette configuration, en effet, s’ajoute un

terme d’ouverture, à la contrainte longitudinale, correspondant à la pression de l’eau dans

la crevasse ρwgdw (Benn et al., 2007a) (cf. Fig. 2.10 b) :

ds =
2

ρig

!

ϵ̇xx

A

"

1
n

+
ρw

ρi
dw (2.7)

avec dw la hauteur d’eau dans la crevasse. Un effet de seuil nécessaire pour l’initiation de la

fracturation (ϵ̇∗) est également proposé (Benn et al., 2007a) et ajouté à ce critère, permettant

d’y intégrer une particularité propre à la LEFM (voir Sect. 2.3.1.3).
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54 Chapitre 2. Le vêlage d’iceberg, état de l’art des connaissances

Figure 2.12 – Schéma illustratif des variables utilisées dans la description des critères de
vêlage basés sur (a) la profondeur de crevasse jusqu’à la ligne de flottaison (b) la profondeur
de crevasse jusqu’au lit rocheux. D’après Benn and Evans (2010).

mélange de glace au front du glacier.

De même, Lea et al. (2014) emploie également ce critère pour reconstruire le retrait du

glacier Kangiata Nunaata Sermia depuis 1761, et testent la sensibilité de leur modèle en

comparant l’évolution de la position du front en réponse à des forçages atmosphériques et

océaniques avec des proxys environnementaux. Les auteurs concluent en affirmant que la

profondeur d’eau dans les crevasses surfaciques, contrainte par le taux de fonte surfacique

est le paramètre le plus sensible de leur modèle.

2.3.2.2 Jonction des crevasses surfaciques et basales

Une adaptation du critère précédant a été proposée par Nick et al. (2010). Dans ce nou-

veau critère, Nick considère que le vêlage se fait lorsque les crevasses surfaciques atteignent

Benn & Evans 2010
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surrounding bare ice) [Tedesco et al., 2012], a fraction of
the ice shelf thickness is released as water accompanying
the drainage of the original meltwater load (Figure 1b).
The empty, often uplifted lake basins are called “dolines”
in analogy to sinkholes in karst terrain [Bindschadler et al.,
2002; MacAyeal and Sergienko, 2013]. They are often the
deepest meltwater-derived features (>10 m) on an ice shelf,
suggesting that, prior to drainage, a multiyear englacial water
body existed within the ice shelf [Bindschadler et al., 2002].
[5] Cycling between filled and drained states over a period

of several years suggests that the fracture patterns developed
by meltwater loads and dolines (antiloads) are likely to occur
in tandem, such as is shown in Figure 1c. In this illustration,

upward propagating fractures from the ice shelf base meet
downward propagating fractures from the ice shelf surface
leading to through-cutting rifts.

3. Fragmentation Length Scales of Ice Shelves

[6] To show that the lake-/doline-induced fracture process
described above could have fragmented the LBIS into pieces
small enough to be capable of capsize [MacAyeal et al.,
2003], we compute the idealized fracture pattern across
the LBIS using the exact analytic solution [Kerr, 1976;
Sergienko, 2005; MacAyeal and Sergienko, 2013] for flex-
ure of a thin elastic plate (Figure S1). For a full description
of the solution, the elastic plate flexure equation it obeys,
and the boundary conditions, refer to Sergienko [2005].
[7] For each lake, we associate an azimuthally symmetric

stress field filling the surrounding area (r> 0, where r=0 is
the lake center) as if the lake was imbedded in an ice shelf of
uniform thickness, H=200 m [Sandhager et al., 2005], and
of infinite extent. Figure S1 shows this stress field, computed
analytically for an example lake of 500m radius and 1m depth.
In the following calculations, we assume that lakes are homo-
geneous in depth, d (to be described below), and choose a lake
radius so that the area is equal to that of the real lake on the
LBIS, and where the lake center is located as observed.

a

b

c

Figure 1. Schematic view of stress regime, flexure, and
fracture patterns associated with loaded (filled) and unloaded
(drained) supraglacial lakes on ice shelves. (a) As water fills
an idealized circular depression, the accumulated mass cre-
ates a depression that induces an upward deflected forebulge
at a radial distance of ~2L. Downward propagating, ring-type
fractures form in the forebulge at the ice shelf surface. At
the ice shelf base, tension with upward radial propagating
fractures form at the antipode of the lake. The neutral plane,
where flexure stresses are zero and across which flexure
stresses vary linearly to maximum amplitude at the surface
and base of the ice shelf, is identified. (b) When a lake drains,
hydrostatic rebound causes tensile stress to be induced in an
inverted forebulge (surface moat). It is here that upward prop-
agating ring-type fractures are likely to form. The drained lake
is also missing some original ice shelf mass due to enhanced
lake-bottom ablation. At the ice shelf surface, tension with
downward radial propagating fractures form at the antipode
of the lake. (c) Fractures introduced by repeated filling and
draining of lakes over a number of years can potentially yield
a mixed-mode fracture pattern, consisting of ring-type frac-
tures surrounding the lake, and radial-type fractures below
the lake depression. Figure 2. Breakup patterns associated with lake-induced flex-

ure fractures (ring-type only) on the LBIS. (a) Region map of
the LBIS with observed lakes [Glasser and Scambos, 2008]
represented as circles of equal area. (b) Circles representing
the loci ofmaximumvonMises stress surrounding lakes located
in the boxed region of the LBIS map shown in Figure 2a.
These circles depict the ring-type fracture pattern that would
be induced by lake filling or draining. (c) Postcollapse ice shelf
fragment assemblage of the region shown in Figure 2b assuming
that fragments, where one of their two horizontal spans is less
than the critical length scale of εc H, where εc ~ 0.6, will cap-
size and become obliterated. The red box in Figure 2a indi-
cates the areas represented in Figures 2b and 2c. Fragments
that do not capsize are colored grey. Fragments that are
capsized and assumed obliterated are replaced with blue
mélange (colored blue).
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signals and separation of surface and basal processes, and show in
detail the relationship between thinning of ice shelves and grounded
tributary glaciers. These improvements allow us to identify the major
cause of grounded Antarctic ice-sheet mass loss.

The distribution of Antarctic ice-shelf thinning (DT/Dt) is strongly
regional (Fig. 2), being most rapid (up to 6.8 m yr21) along the
Amundsen and Bellingshausen Sea coasts. The relatively thick Land,
DeVicq, Getz, Dotson, Crosson, Thwaites, Pine Island, Cosgrove and
Venable ice shelves thinned during 2003–2008, in marked contrast to
the adjacent, thinner Abbott, Nickerson and Sulzberger ice shelves
where there was no significant thinning (Fig. 3) (Supplementary Fig. 1,
Supplementary Table 1). Firn modelling on the ice shelves (Sup-
plementary Fig. 2) indicates that the firn layer actually thickened
throughout this region, mostly through increased accumulation, con-
sistent with ICESat measurements on nearby slow-moving grounded ice
(Fig. 3). These neighbouring ice shelves with similar atmospheric forcing
but contrasting elevation change signals must therefore be subject to
some regional forcing other than local climate. Furthermore, all of the
thinning ice shelves maintained their frontal positions or advanced
(Supplementary Fig. 3) while simultaneously receiving increased influx
from their tributary glaciers2. Hence, this regional thinning is not
explained by negative surface mass balance, firn compaction, retreating
ice-shelf fronts or by reduced glacier influx. We deduce that it is caused
by increased basal melt driven by ocean interaction.

Our analysis reveals that there is also evidence of net thinning
through enhanced basal melt on the East Antarctic ice shelves
Vigridisen, 17E, West, Shackleton, Holmes Glacier, Dibble, Rennick
Glacier and the thicker part of Totten. The Nivlisen, Moscow
University and 152E ice-shelf surfaces appear to have lowered as a
result of firn processes (Fig. 2, Supplementary Figs 4–6, Supplemen-
tary Table 1). On the western Antarctic Peninsula, the Stange Ice Shelf
and the thicker sections of the George VI Ice Shelf also lowered at a rate
greater than the modelled firn-lowering signal in this region, indi-
cating ocean-driven basal melt (Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. 7).
However, the thinning of the retreating Wilkins Ice Shelf during
2003–2008 may combine components of basal melt, surface processes
and dynamics (Supplementary Discussion).

An exception to this pattern is the Larsen C ice shelf, where firn
processes are an important part of the elevation change signal.
Measured Dh/Dt on the ice shelf increases northwards from 20.06 m
yr21 to 20.21 m yr21, with similar values on adjacent, slow-flowing
grounded ice (20.20 m yr21 in the south to 20.35 m yr21 in the north,
on grounded ice at an average 230 m above the ice-shelf altitude; Fig. 4
inset). Our firn modelling independently predicts lowering due to
surface processes of 20.10 m yr21 (south) to 20.16 m yr21 (north)
for the same period (Fig. 4, Supplementary Table 1). This south–north
gradient is echoed in the mapped firn-air content (lesser northwards)15

and melt days (greater northward), and a temporal trend of 10.5 melt
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Figure 2 | Antarctic ice-shelf ice-thickness change rate DT/Dt, 2003–2008.
Seaward of the ice shelves, estimated average sea-floor potential temperatures
(in uC) from the World Ocean Circulation Experiment Southern Ocean Atlas
(pink to blue) are overlaid on continental-shelf bathymetry (in metres)30

(greyscale, landward of the continental-shelf break, CSB). Grey labels indicate
Antarctic Peninsula (AP), West and East Antarctic Ice Sheets (WAIS and
EAIS), Bellingshausen Sea (BS), Amundsen Sea (AS) and the Ross and Ronne
ice shelves. White labels indicate the ice shelves (clockwise from top) Vigridisen
(V), Nivlisen (N), 17 East (17E), Borchgrevinkisen (B), 23 East (23E), 26 East

(26E), Unnamed (U), Amery (A), Publications (P), West (W), Shackleton (SH),
Conger (C), Totten (T), Moscow University (MU), Holmes (H), Dibble (DB),
Mertz (M), Ninnis (NI), 152 East (152E), Cook (CO), Rennick (RE),
Borchgrevink-Mariner (BM), Aviator (AV), Nansen (N), Drygalski (D),
Filchner (F), Brunt (BR), Stancombe-Wills (S), Riiser-Larsen (R), Quar (Q),
Ekstrom (E), Jelbart (J) and Fimble (FI). Grey circles show relative ice losses for
ice-sheet drainage basins (outlined in grey) that lost mass between 1992 and
2006 (after ref. 2) (Supplementary Table 1).
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